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Founded in 2001, Black Diamond has integrated into the Sunseeker London Group of 
Companies to provide an attentive, free service with a broad range of options for those 
looking to try new, luxurious experiences. 

For adrenaline enthusiasts, prepare to be whisked away to the furthest ends of 
the earth. Whether a luxury safari or on and off piste alpine adventures, the world’s 
finest services and accommodation will be individually tailored to ensure a special 
adventure for all. Offering the services of a private members club and concierge but 
with no membership fee, Black Diamond endeavors to ensure every aspect of your 
criteria is flawless. 

For those on the lookout for a new holiday pad, Black Diamond’s distinguished list 
of villas and chateaus decorated by renowned designers David Linley and Clive Christian 
offer refreshing, new retreats. Excitingly, a magnificent 4.5 acre site in Blue Bay Ibiza has 
recently been added to the Black Diamond portfolio, complete with accompanying yacht, 
sports vehicles and VIP club access around the island hotspots. This new property joins 
the extensive portfolio of over 80 ski chalets, private islands and villas.

For high flyers, the passenger experience of travelling in a private airplane has 
reached a new level in comfort and exclusivity and Black Diamond maintains an 
innovative way to charter such jets. In partnership with the JetBlack Card, one can be 
guaranteed a simple way to charter with no surprise costings or disappointments and 
guaranteed available flights anywhere in the world. 

Having established a close relationship with Sunseeker London, any Sunseeker 
Superyacht is close at hand for charter to any global destinations. For larger parties, Black 
Diamons’s access to the prestigious trio of Abramovich yachts: Luna, Pelorus and Eclipse 
ensures the perfect vessel for every requirement.

Having created important partnerships with the world’s leading brands and designers, 
Black Diamond has been able to extend their knowledge and branch out into other 
opulent sectors. Working closely with Boodles, De Beers, Harry Winston and the celebrity 
designers Ralph & Russo; Black Diamond have also created unforgettable pieces for 
special events and in doing so, offer extensive knowledge for special client purchases.

The latest gem to be added Black Diamond’s portfolio is the Black Diamond iPhone. 
Clothed in precious stones and available in two colours, it boasts a specific Black Diamond 
Call button offering direct access to Black Diamond personnel. 

Black Diamond wishes to ensure customers regularly return to their bespoke services, 
for every occasion, whether holiday, birthday or business and to show their appreciation 
to customer loyalty, small gifts are given upon certain purchases and experiences.

www.BlackDiamond-Lifestyle.com

heli-skiing in the swiss alps, jetting alicia keys around 
europe, expeditions through the deepest rainforest, 
washed down with a dry martini. all in a days work 
for black diamond lifestyle 

The Little Black Diamond 
Book of Luxury


